• Discussion on roll of campus ambassador
• Ayca presents change to by laws regarding campus ambassador position (attached document)
• Sagil presents concerns and asks that the position be part time
• Discussion entails on whether or not the changes are necessary and part time status should occur for Campus Ambassador roll
• Daniel Traicoff makes a motion that the campus ambassador roll stays full time, passes unanimously with one abstaining
• Election results - ballots in GSGA Office
  ○ President - Ayca Mazman
  ○ VP - Mike Czarneki
  ○ Treasurer - Abishek Balsamy Kamaraj
  ○ Campus Ambassador - Katie Cartens
1. Take on all secretarial roles during GSGA Executive Board Meetings and GSGA General Assembly meetings
   1. Take meeting minutes
   2. Distribute meeting minutes within 48 hours to the GSGA Executive Board and GSGA General Assembly
   3. Collect general assembly agenda one week in advance and distribute to the general assembly 5 days in advance. Use this agenda to create a Powerpoint for the General Assembly Meeting
   4. Maintain group attendance for GSGA General Assembly Meetings

   5. Keep track of time during GSGA General Assembly Meetings

2. Plan and manage a minimum of 7 social events during Fall and Spring semester

3. Work directly on the GSGA Website or with the GSGA Webmaster

4. Manage diversity initiatives for GSGA

5. Manage social media and GSGA List Serve

6. Reach out to every GSA President and Vice President at least once a semester to plan a time to meet with their general assembly or executive board. The purpose of these meetings is as follows
   1. Keep GSA's in the loop with GSGA Events
   2. Ask for feedback on GSGA Improvement and improving Graduate Student life at UC
   3. Make sure organizations know opportunities GSGA and UC have for graduate students

7. Work with the Graduate School on Graduate Student Orientation efforts

8. Sit on committees as assigned

9. Assist in the marketing and publicity of all GSGA Events

10. Maintain a clean and well stocked office

11. Create a "year in review" document that includes pictures, videos, testimonials, and best practices for the year